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Title of Walk Pedreguer 5 Fonts

Location of Start Pedreguer

Key Statistics for walk - Distance in km 11.50

Key Statistics for walk - Ascent in m 530

Key Statistics for walk - Walking time and 
total completion time including any stops

3hrs15mins
5hrs

Key Statistics for walk - Grade (using CBMW 
system)

MS/B

Grid reference of start point (if known) Lat:- 38.790971; Long;- 0.034053

Directions to Start Follow the CV720 out of Pedreguer towards Llosa and 
Alcalali. On the outskirts of the village there is a brown
sign pointing to the L for the Ermita. Follow this road –
initially Avenida Maria Lopez (and soon becomes Carrer
del Migdia) Ignore any side turns to the L slanting 
downhill.  The road narrows a little, goes across a 
crossroad and then reaches a T junction. Turn R 
(Carrer Passatge) and park.

Short walk description Great views. Three steady ascents (and descents). 
Well worth the effort.

Full Walk Description Elapsed 
Walking 
Time/Distance 
so far

From the parking area walk downhill a little and turn R into Carrer Meravelles. Proceed 
and turn R onto a path just before LH bend. (2mins, 156m)

Continue (over pipe) to a track (initially concrete covered) and turn R. (3mins, 244m) 

Proceed and go L opposite a notice board, over a paved path, pass a building on your 
RHS to a path marked Y/W and signed “Font Coberta 2.5km” (from here the entire route
is marked Y/W). Take this path, past a well (km 1.98) on your LHS up to a signpost 
where you bear L signed “Font Coberta 810m”. (28mins, 1.67km)

Bear R at fork with cairn (2mins, 140m)

Bear R again at fork signed “Font del Romangat 80m” and continue to the Font (Nr.1) 
(5mins,0.26km)

Return back the way you came to the fork and this time bear L. Zig Zag down this path 

2mins, 156m

5mins, 400m

33mins, 2.07km

35mins, 2.21km

40mins, 2.47km
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until you meet a concrete cover track and the Font Goberta (Nr.2).(11mins, 0.63km)

Turn R up this track and continue  until paved steps join from the LHS.(9mins, 0.60km)

Turn L up this path for a short distance to visit Font de Rull (Nr.3). Return back the same
way to the track, turn L and proceed up hill to a signpost where a track joins from the L.
(8mins, 0.51km)

(There is an alternative path from this Font. Instead of returning the same way a path 
leaves from the flat area in front of the Font that goes up then bears R to join the track 
higher up)

Turn L onto this track signed “Barranca de L’Aigua” and after 20m turn R onto a path 
next to a cairn. Continue along this path, go L at a fork (km4.74), and down to two new 
buildings. (17mins, 0.98km)

Concrete covered track begins here which you follow past the new building on your RHS,
and another shortly after on your LHS where a path joins from your LHS. (5min, 0.34km)

Turn L onto this path and down. After a short distance go R at a fork, cross a couple of 
terraces and leave on the LHS back to the path. Go L at a fork and down to another 
concrete covered track where you turn R. (7mins, 0.44km)

Proceed along this track to its end at Font D;Aixa (Nr.4) (7mins, 0.48km)

Return back down the track the way you came to another track that joins on the LHS 
signed “Pedreguer per Aspres 4.64km” (3mins, 0.23km)

Turn L up this track (concrete covered for the first 50m) swing pass a building on your 
RHS and continue up to a ruin where the track ends. (5mins, 0.29km)

Take the path that’s straight ahead and up you go. Go L at a fork (km7.81)and on 
upwards to a concrete covered track where turn L signed “Pedreguer per Poets 3km” 
(21mins, 1.08km)

Proceed along this track to a path on your LHS signed “Castell d’Aixa 3.85km” (4mins, 
0.24km)

Turn L up this path to the ridge; bear R past an old ruin on your RHS (km8.53) and on. 
Ignore a path on your LHS (km 8.93) and another on your LHS (km9.02) with a post and
on up to a T junction of paths where you turn R (26mins, 1.07km) 

Continue to a cross road of paths and turn L (9mins, 0.88km)

Continue down this path, ignore the path on your RHS (km 10.67) and go straight on 
signed “Pedreguer 693m” and back to the cars. (23mins, 1.22km)

When you arrive at the parking area go straight on down the road opposite, Carrer Cid, 
go straight on at Stop sign and straight into Bar Cachap(Font Nr 5!!)

51mins, 3.10km

1hr, 3.70km

1hr8mins,4.21km

1hr25mins,5.19k

1hr30mins,5.53k

1hr37mins,5.97k

1hr44mins,6.45k

1hr47mins,6.68k

1hr52mins,6.97k

2hrs13min,8.05k

2hrs17min,8.29k

2hrs43min,9.36k

2hr52min,10.24k

3hr15min,11.46k

Walk Recommendations or restrictions None



Route followed is outlined in Red


